one variable to two variables by the use of algebraic function theory, only by a more mechanical "method of descent" (see §14 below). We therefore seek to examine an elementary case where such improvement might still be possible (in §16 below).
I. THE CLASSICAL MODULAR SUBDIVISION
2. The rational fundamental domain. The classical theory of modular functions of one variable seems to be derived from work of Gauss [8] in potential theory dating back to 1794 (when Gauss was 17 years old!). The modular group G consists of the transformations on the upper half s-plane U It can be seen that G M together with g->-1/z determines G, or that {z-*z-{-l, z-* -l/z} =G using the { • • • } for generators. This is a consequence of the euclidean algorithm which can be extended directly to other fields; i.e., so that the maximum matrix element can be always reduced in size by the use of the generators until a 0 is produced. For a fixed s 0 of the upper half plane Z7, consider all transformations g(z 0 ) (gÇzG). Then it is easily seen that for some equivalent point, (i.e., some choice of g), (2. 5) Im g(zo) = maximum (over choice of g G G). properties which will prove difficult to generalize to several variables. First of all, it is trivial to compactify the fundamental domain D (nonanalytically) by adjoining an ideal point z = oo (often written «z = i co "), to obtain a region 25. This presupposes an "ordinary" topology at other points which in turn make special allowance for the matching of boundaries.
Fortunately there is a simple way of introducing the analytic structure on Z) if we use the modular function J{z) which maps "D onto the /-sphere (with J(oo) = oo and other points as shown). Thus
Actually the number theoretic properties of J(z) are well-known and need not be explored here. The important thing to note is that at 2= oo (or /= oo) the uniformizing parameter of Z5 is 1/J, or better still,
where we introduce the convenient designation (3.3) e(z) = expxiz.
We shall generalize this parameter f with "mixed success" later on when we take the case of several variables. For now note that e(n) = 1 exactly when n is even and e(nz)->0 exactly when n>0. From the reflection properties J( -l/z)= : J(z+1) =/(2), hence
or, taking "differentials"
4. Use of algebraic manifolds. In accordance with the classic theory, a subgroup of finite index j within G has a fundamental domain a superdomain consisting of j replicas of D.
For example, a useful subgroup is Gz (of index 3) (4.1) Gz: g(z) s z or -1/2 (mod 2).
(The congruence means merely congruences on a, 6, c t d in (2.1).) It can be shown that Gz is generated by {z->s+2, z-> -i/z}. Its fundamental domain is D z shown by the solid lines in Figure 1 . Here D is split into the shaded part where I m J>0 and the unshaded part with obvious boundary identifications (found by reflections). Then D9, the compactified region has z = 00 and z = +1 added, (z = -1 is the same as 2= +1 since it arises from z-*z -2=2 (mod 2)). By the classical algebraic theory there exists an algebraic function yp (of J) which maps 10% onto the ^-sphere, namely and seek to find the Fourier expansion,
The theta-function has the property that it responds to identities under elements of G 3 , namely
In order to accommodate the whole modular group G we must introduce 
it is clear that at most, four theta functions are involved. Moreover, and two divisor functions arise. First the "odd-quotient" type occurs (6.12) odd quot. c«/2-i(w) = ^ n t,2~x (over n for which m/n is odd) ;
and then the "excess-of-even-divisors-over-odd" type occurs (6.13)
. We follow the convention that for a number-theoretic function o-(£) = 0 if £ fails to be integral, so that (6.10) is a different formula for m even than for m odd.
When J = 0 (mod 8), we can form a complete Eisenstein series (6.14)
(over all (r, s) = 1).
Here, S?(z) has only one value (not three) under G, indeed it differs by the constant factor 2f(*/2) from E t ft(z) as defined in (4.4). Then; we expand and find
The fact that this construction requires / = 0 (mod 8) is quite significant in extension to several variables, where the "more restricted" condition fs=0 (mod 4) seems as satisfactory (see §11 below). The quantity A 1/2 (s) is called a "cusp-form" since it vanishes at z = rational (the "cusps" of Z> 8 Thus the cusp forms might be "number-theoretically" unwelcome but they are "function-theoretically" very useful. This holds for modular functions of several variables just as well. We consider U the cartesian product of two independent half-planes
We define the (complete) Hilbert modular group as the transformations Ô(T) of U We assume QWk) has class number 1. Then the fundamental domain can be defined as before by generalizing G^ D*, and Do* Thus (Here we note that the case k = S leads to 10 theta-functions and presents a rather poor analogy to the rational case, although that case serves as a model for what we do here.) This condition (10.1) leads to the ideal factorization of 2 as a square of a principal factor, (10.2) 2 = l\.
We take co = fc+y/k -2 so that (10.3) o) = y/2 when k = 2; w = 1 + V3 when k = 3.
Thus (w) = 2i in these cases. 
These conditions are analogous to those of e(nz), (as in (3.3)). We have the additional symmetry property eÇKr) =e(-XV).
If we define, for some k f 11. The singular series. We now make the further restriction on k that the euclidean algorithm for Q{s/k) is valid (so that the class number is definitely 1). Then the operations in (10.11) are seen to generate &(Vk) the restricted Hilbert group (9.7) by analogy with (2.4). We also assume At the same time we can formulate, analogously with (6.14)
It is understood in such summations that we do not repeat associates, i.e., if 7i = ey, 8i = e8 where e is a unit then we do not repeat both (7, 8) and (71, 81). Clearly $ 0) (\/&> T) has all four values equal under ©"(unlike 0<(r) in (10.11)).
We find, analogously with (6.10) and (6.15) Of course (11.7) is "two formulas" depending on whether or not 8\N(JJL), and f(V&, t/2) is the zeta function for the field. We see DiWk) = 8 for k = 2 and 4 for j fe = 3. Furthermore (with four choices of sign having positive product), we find P 2 (T), M 2 {T)J K 2 (T) satisfy the "resolvent cubic" of the biquadratic whose four roots are A(c, d\ r). These three quantities have 3 ! permutations.
It can be shown that P
are each kept invariant under a subgroup ©*( V3) of ®*(\/3) defined by (12.9) ©*(V3): ö (r) s r mod (1 + V3) (ô(r) G @*(V3)).
The proof is straightforward. It consists of noticing that the generators of ©*, (r-»r+D, T-* -\/T % T-^e+r), are congruent to rational transformations (r-»r+l or -l/r) mod (1 + V3) and therefore it suffices to check (12.9) for each of the (six) rational transformations (mod 2) (we discover of course that only the identity T->T fails to permute P 2 , M 2 , K 2 ).
IV. PROOFS AND DESCENT PROCESS
13. Proofs in the rational case by algebraic functions. To appreciate the "luxury" provided by an algebraic manifold, consider the mode of proof of the rational identities.
For example, take (7.2) The generalization of this technique to two complex variables is not successful, since the "bicomplex space" is not treated as a manifold.
14. Proofs in the quadratic cases by descent. To prove the quadratic number-theoretic identities (of §11, etc.) is a more challenging problem. The general genus theory of Siegel [17] provides a uniform method of approach embracing both rational and algebraic fields, but it is not elementary, generally, although work of Pall [4] has shown how to do this when t = 4, by a reduction to the rational case.
What we do is first establish that the 0(c, d\ r) functions have as "simple zeros" the manifolds [l], on which (just) 0(1, 1; r) vanishes: (14.1) / = -r for k odd and € 0 ^ 1 (mod 2), (14.2) € 0 r = eo'r' for k = 2 (e 0 = 1 + V2).
Thus it can be shown by a generalization of the Siegel-Götzky method [9] , that it suffices to prove an identity by showing it holds on the zero manifolds (14.1) up to a finite number of derivatives with respect to the distance from the zero manifold. The details are quite laborious, but the following "zeroth approximation" will suffice to demonstrate the formalism : Let \l/(c, d\T) be a quadruple satisfying the same functional equations as 0(c, d\Ty (like (10.11)) for fe = 2 or 3. Write What we are observing in effect is that problems in four squares in a quadratic field project into problems in eight squares in the rational field. Hence it is not surprising that the functional equations (10.11) have only fourth roots of unity in the quadratic case (as compared with eighth roots of unity in the rational case).
By this same token, the sum of two squares might even display remarkable simplification in the case of biquadratic modular forms but no results exist which would substantiate this idea»
IS. Point at infinity and fixed points. The point at oo( r -H'OO, T'-»-too) can be compactified trivially as an ideal point but it would not obviously acquire an analytic structure.
We should not take for granted that there is a valid analogue of the rational case, because in the quadratic case, the neighborhood of inside 35* (see (9.9)) is a "wedge" which might be only a portion on an analytic (bicomplex) neighborhood. Indeed this is so (and the purpose of general procedures or compactification of Baily, Satake, etc., is to generalize to more complicated modular groups than those present here). Let us first anticipate that if the neighborhood of 00 in 3)t is not a "full neighborhood, n conceivably a function G of r and r' defined in 35* might have an isolated singularity in S)t at r=ioo, r' = -i«>. Actually this will not happen. Let G(T, T') be expanded into a convergent power series, , so that the series (15.1) would never converge for any r at all. Now once we know j>££) + (only) then the series (15.1) will converge "all the way to 00" from any value.
It can be further shown (see Gundlach [l0] ) that exactly when a group © has a finite fixed-point then the corresponding domain D does not have an analytic structure at finite points. Actually the case is unlike the rational case where J 113 or (7-1) 1/2 serves as a uniformizing parameter. It is more like the impossibility of parametrizing w = \Z(ziz 2 ). Actually Gundlach shows that for k = 3, ®* (as defined in (12.9)) has no fixed point. Its fundamental domain in U, S)*(V3), is six replicas of 35*(-\/3). We shall compactify just this bicomplex manifold. 
